In this paper, the existence and iterative approximation of coupled fixed points for mixed monotone condensing (set-valued) operators are discussed. The results presented here extend and improve the corresponding results of ID. Guo and V. Lakshmikantham, coupled fixed points of nonlinear operators [l, 21. As an application, we utilize the results obtained in Section 2 to study the existence problem of solutions for a class of functional equations arising in dynamic programming.
INTRODUCTION
It is known to all that the monotone iterative technique is of fundamental importance in dealing with many nonlinear problems [3] . This technique is in close connection with the theory of mixed monotone operators. Recently, some coupled fixed point theorems for mixed monotone operators have been considered in [l, 23. The purpose of this paper is to extend and improve the corresponding results of [l, 21 for mixed monotone condensing operators. As an application, we utilize the results obtained in this paper to study the existence problem of solutions for a class of functional equations arising in dynamic programming of multistage decision processes.
For the sake of convenience, we first recall some definitions. Let D be a subset of a real Banach space E, which is partially ordered by a cone P of E, and A: D x D + 2" a set-valued mapping. A is said to be mixed monotone, if A(x, y) is nondecreasing in x and nonincreasing in ~3, i.e., (i) for each ~GD and any x~,x,ED, .w,<xz (x,3x,), if u,~A(x,, y) then there exists a u,~A(x~, y)such that u,bu, (u,>,u,); (ii) ,for each xeD and any yl,y,~D, y,<y2 (y,>y,), if u, E A(x, v,) then there exists a USE A(x, y2) such that u, 3 u2 (al < uz). Throughout this paper we always assume that cc(D) is the Kuratowski or Hausdorff noncompactness measure, and that p(D) the weak noncompactness measure of D, i.e., j?(D) = inf(r > 0: there exists C E KW such that DcC+rS}, where K W is the family of all weakly compact subsets of E and S= (XE E: /1x(/ < 1).
Concerning the properties of c1 and fi we refer to [4] .
COUPLED FIXED POINT THEOREMS
Throughout this section we always assume that E is a real Banach space with a partial order introduced by a cone P of E. Take uO, DUE E, u,, < u0 and let D = [u,, uO] = (U E E: u0 < u < uO} be a given ordered interval of E. andifu,+,=u,,u,+,=u,, thenu,+,=u,andu,+,=u,(k=1,2,...).
Proof: If u,~A(u,,u,) and u~EA(u,,u,), take x*=u,=u~, y* = u, = u0 (n = 1,2, . ..). then the conclusion of Theorem is proved; Otherwise, taking u, E A(u,, u,,) c [uO, uO] , u1 E A(u,, uO) c [uO, uO] it is easy to see that u06u,,u,<u,.
If u1 E A(u,, u,), u1 E A(u,, u,), take x*=u,=ul, y*= u, = u1 (n = 2,3, . ..). then the conclusion of Theorem is proved; otherwise, by the mixed monotocity of A, there exist u2~A(ulru1),u2~A(ulru1) such that u2aul, u2<u1. In general, having defined u,~A(u,-,, ok-,), u,~A(u~-~, ukPl), such that u,>u,-,, u,,<u,-,.
If QE A(u,, v,), uk E A(u,, u,), then take x* = u, = uk, y* = u, = ok (n = k + 1, k + 2, . ..). this completes the proof. Otherwise, by the mixed monotonicity of A, there exist uk + I E A(u,, u,), uk+ 1 E A(u,, uk) such that Repeating this process, either the conclusion of theorem is proved, or we can obtain a nondecreasing sequence and a nonincreasing sequence as follows:
u,<uu,< .*. <u:,< . . . Now we consider the following two cases:
In this case it follows from a(Di) = cl(Dz) = 0 that (~~1 and {un} both are relatively compact, therefore there exist convergent subsequences { u,~~} and {unk) such that u,, -+x* E cu,, uol, URk -+ y* E cu,, d.
Now we prove that u, -+x*. Suppose that is not the case, then there exist a e, > 0 and a subsequence {Q} of {u,} such that /I%;--x*11 280 (i = 1, 2, . ..).
By the relative compactness of (u,,} we know that there exists a subsequence b+ of bt;> such that u,; -+ x' (j + cc ). I Hence, for any given k it follows from the nondecreasing of {u,} that when j is large enough Unk 6 u;.
'I First letting j -+ CC and then letting k + CC we have x* <x'. Similarly, we can also prove x' d x*. Hence we have x' = x*. This implies that when j is large enough we have IIU,; -x*11 < Eo. I
This contradicts IIu,,; -x* 1) B so (Vi). This completes the proof of ZJ, -+ X* (n + 00).
Similarly we can prove that u, + y* (n + 0~).
(ii) y=/L In this case from fi(D, ) = fl(&) = 0 we know that the weak closures of {un} and {u,,> both are weakly compact, hence there exist weakly convergent subsequences { u,~}, { u,~} such that U "k -.JJ* E cue, %I For any given n, when k 2 n, u, d u,,~, i.e., u,,~ -u, E P. Since cone P is a closed convex set, it is weakly closed. Hence, we have x* -u, E P, i.e., U, dx* (n = 1,2, . ..). Now we prove that U, -+x*. In fact, since (u,,} is monotone and P is normal, it is easy to know that it suffices to prove that there exists a subsequence of {u,} which strongly converges to x*.
Suppose that is not the case then there exists an 6 > 0 such that 11x* -U"(I 2 6 (n = 1, 2, . ..).
Let c= lJ,"=, {XE E: x< u,}. Since c is the union of convex sets, it is also a convex set, and so C is weakly closed. Since u,,~ E C, and u,,~ -x*, x* E F. However, for any XE c, there exists an U, such that Let N be the positive constant appearing in the definition that the norm is semi-monotone with respect to P.
lb* -4 G N lb* -XII, (Ix* -x(1 2 6/N.
On the other hand, we have dis(x*, C) = dis(x*, c) > 6/N, a contradiction. This shows that U, +x* (n + co).
Similarly we can prove that v,, --) y * (n + co). Finally, we prove that (x*, y*) is a coupled fixed point of A. In fact, since A is upper demicontinuous at (x*, y*), for any given weakly closed neighbourhood W of A(x*, y*), there exists an n, such that for n > n, we have U"EA(U,-1, u,-I)C w. Thus x* E W. By the arbitrariness of W, one obtains that x* is a weak cluster of ,4(x*, y*). Since A(x*, y*) is weakly closed, x* EA(x*, y*).
Similarly we can prove that y * E A ( y *, x *). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Proof: Since u. < u. and U, EA(u~, uo), V, E A(u,, u,), this implies that u1 i ul. Inductively suppose uk < vk, now we consider uk+ , E A(u,, uk) and ak+lEA(ak,&).
If (uk+l,ak+i)=(uk, t)k), then it iS obvious that u,+,=uk<uk=vk+l; if (++i, uk+,)#(uk, ok), then it must be u,#u,. In fact, suppose that is not the case, hence we have uk = uk, since (Uk, v~)#(u~-,,u~-~) and uk-,Guk, v,_,>,vk, by the additional assumption, for any x E A(u~, vk) = A(v,, uk) we have uk 6 x < vk = uk, and so A(u,, vk) = A(v,, uk) = (uk} (a singleton) and uk+ I = rk+ I = uk= ok, a contradiction. Hence we have uk < vk. By the additional assumption again, we have u k + , d vk + , . This shows that for any n we have u, 6 v,,. On the other hand, since u,<u,<v,dv,
letting m + co we have u, d x* < y* < v,. Besides, it follows from u0 < X G vO, uo~y~u", XEA($ Y), YEA(jTX)> u, E A (u,, v,,), or E A( vOuO) and the additional assumption that if (X, j) # (uo, vO) then we have u,dXdv,, Ml djbv,.
If (X, j) = (uO, v,), then ur = uO, a1 = v,, and the preceding two inequalities hold. By the same way we can prove that u2 <,?fv,, u2 < j <vz. By induction we can prove that u, < ,% < v,, u, < j 6 v,. Letting n -P cc we have x* <z< y*, x* d j d y*. This completes the proof. &J(x) < q(x) < . . . < u,(x) < . . . <u*(x) < . . . <u,(x) < '. .
Proof. Let B(S) be the set of all bounded real functions defined on S. According to the ordinary addition of functions and scalar multiplication and endowing with a norm llull= supxe s I u(x)l, then B(S) is a Banach space. Take a nonnegative function cone P= {uEB(S):u(x)~O,VxES}.
Using P, we introduce a partial order on B(S) as follows: u, d u2 o u2 -u1 E P. It is easy to see that P is a normal cone. 
